
 

Main Features 
 
 

Your GWI Debit Card can be linked to up to 3 Savings Accounts, but no more than 2 accounts 

may be accessed in order to complete a transaction (where those 2 accounts have also been linked 

for this purpose at your request).  

from your selected linked AUD account. You can do this at most retail and service outlets.  

or to pay for goods 

and services, your card will seek access to the funds you hold in your linked CNY account (if you 

have one) or to funds you hold in your primary linked AUD account (if you don‟t have a linked 

CNY account). If you have a linked CNY account and the available funds in that account are not 

sufficient for the whole of the requested transaction to be processed, then (where you have 

requested this facility) the card can automatically access your funds held in your primary linked 

AUD account ( for the whole of the amount of the transaction). You will need sufficient funds in 

the relevant account to allow us to complete a requested transaction.  

withdraw money from ATMs, or to pay for goods and services, your card will first seek access to 

the funds you hold in your primary linked AUD account. If the funds in your primary linked 

AUD account are not sufficient for the whole of the transaction, one of the following will occur. 

If you have not arranged with us to link your CNY account (if any) to your Primary linked AUD 

account, the transaction will be declined. If, however, you have arranged with us to link your 

CNY account (if any) to your primary linked AUD account, the card can then automatically 

access funds in that linked CNY account. If there are not sufficient funds in that linked CNY 

account, the transaction will be declined.  

-authorisation of a transaction, if you want to 

make a hotel reservation or rent a car in Mainland China, Hong Kong and Macau.  

“UnionPay” symbol.  

UD account balance enquiry 

from 'Bank of China' branded ATMs in Australia.  

 

     No charge is applied when making a purchase at merchants‟ Point-Of-Sale terminals and each 

account balance enquiry from UP branded ATM or „Bank of China‟ branded ATM , in Mainland 

China. 

 

Service Hotline for immediate assistance.  

 
The GWI Debit Card Product Disclosure Statement and Conditions of Use set out further details 

 

 


